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COMPONENTS
   265 cards, consisting of 82 player cards, 15 villain 

cards, and 168 encounter cards

SET SYM BOL
Cards from The Rise of Red Skull expansion can be 
identified by this set symbol:

 

NEW KEYWORDS
Incite X  
When a card with the incite X keyword is revealed, place 
X threat on the main scheme.

Permanent  
A card with the permanent keyword cannot leave play.

Piercing  
An attack with the piercing keyword discards any tough 
status cards from the target of the attack before dealing 
damage.

Ranged 
An attack with the ranged keyword ignores the retaliate 
keyword.

Setup 
A card with the setup keyword begins the game in play. 

NEW MODE OF PLAY
Each of the scenarios in this expansion can be played 
individually as a standalone adventures, or as part of one 
epic campaign. The rules for campaign mode are found 
on the next page.

“Hail, Hydra! Immortal Hydra! We shall never be destroyed! Cut off a limb, and two more shall take its place! We 
serve none but the Master—as the world shall soon serve us! Hail Hydra!” —The Hydra Oath

Welcome to The Rise of Red Skull! This campaign expansion comes with five new scenarios that tell the story of 
Hydra’s rise to power, as well as two new heroes who fight to restore freedom to the oppressed.

Villain Cards 

Each of the five new scenarios in this expansion 
features a new villain: Crossbones, Absorbing 
Man, Taskmaster, Zola, and Red Skull. Each 
scenario has its own page in this rulebook.
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Crossbones

CROSSBONES (1/19) / HIT POINTS 12

VILL AIN

ATK
1
SCH
1

 While Crossbones has a Weapon 

attachment, his attacks gain piercing. 

(Discard any tough status cards from 

the target before dealing damage.)

"I consider myself a craftsman. I specialize in 

destruction and terror."

HYDRA. MERCENARY.

I
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AbsorbInG MAn

ABSORBING MAN (1/25) / HIT POINTS 14

VILL AIN

ATK
2
SCH
1

Absorbing Man gains the trait of each 
environment in play.

"You know I beat Thor once? Picture that: Crusher 
Creel standing over the God of Thunder, and you think 
you scare me?" 

BRUTE.

I

93
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tAskMAster

TASKMASTER (1/23) / HIT POINTS 13

VILL AIN

ATK
2
SCH
1

Forced Response: After a player changes to hero form, they discard the top card of the encounter deck and take damage equal to the number of boost icons on that card.
"There's nothing you can do that I can't do better."

HYDRA. MERCENARY.

I
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ZolA

ZOL A (1/31) / HIT POINTS 12

VILL AIN

ATK
1
SCH
2

Retaliate 1.
"My mutate program will transform these pathetic 

creatures into Hydra's elite shock-troops!"

ANDROID. HYDRA.

I
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red skull

RED SKULL (1/28) / HIT POINTS 12

VILL AIN

ATK
0

SCH
2

 Red Skull gets +1 ATK for each side 

scheme in play."Freedom is only for the one who rules! All others 

must be slaves!"

HYDRA.

I

identity Cards

Two pre-built player 
decks introduce two 

new heroes: Hawkeye 
and Spider-Woman. 

See page 18 for their 
decklists. 

1A
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Hawkeye

HAND SIZE 5 / HIT POINTS 9

HERO

THW
1

ATK
2

DEF
1

Quick Draw  — Action: Exhaust 

Hawkeye → ready Hawkeye’s Bow.

“I may not be the mightiest Avenger, but I 'm definitely 

the coolest.”

AVENGER.

31A
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spiDer-woman

HAND SIZE 5 / HIT POINTS 11

HERO

THW
1

ATK
1

DEF
1

Superhuman Agility — Interrupt: 

When you play an aspect card, Spider-

Woman gets +1 THW, +1 ATK, and 

+1 DEF until the end of the round. 

(Limit once per round for each 

aspect.)

AVENGER. SPY.
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CAM PAIG N MODE RULES
Campaign mode combines all five scenarios in The Rise 
of Red Skull expansion into one epic experience where 
the outcome of each game impacts the next scenario. 
To complete the campaign, the players must win all five 
scenarios in numerical order, starting with scenario #1 – 
Crossbones and ending with scenario #5 – Red Skull.

To begin a campaign, the players start by choosing their 
heroes. Each player must use their chosen identity for 
the entire campaign, but they are free to change aspects 
and alter the contents of their deck following the deck 
customization rules in the Marvel Champions Rules 
Reference between scenarios.

To play a scenario in campaign mode, set up the scenario 
as per the normal rules of the game. Then, follow that 
scenario’s setup instructions in the order in which they 
are listed in the Campaign Instructions.

When the game ends, if the players won, follow that 
scenario’s victory instructions in the order in which they 
are listed in the Campaign Instructions. If the players 
lost, they may reset the scenario and try again with no 
penalty. 

C AMPAIGN LOG
The campaign log found on the back cover of this 
rulebook tracks the progress of the entire campaign. At 
the end of each scenario, the players record their results 
by entering the required information in the campaign log.

A printable copy of the campaign log may be found on 
our support page at:

www.fantasyflightgames.com/marvel-champions

C ARDS ADDED TO DECKS
During a campaign, cards can be added to players’ 
decks as part of a scenario’s victory instructions. When a 
card is added to a player’s deck this way, write that card’s 
title in the matching field of the campaign log.

Added cards must be included in the player’s deck 
for the rest of the campaign. Cards added to the deck 
as part of a campaign do not count toward a player’s 
minimum or maximum deck size.

E XPERT C AMPAIGN
For players who want a more challenging campaign 
experience, The Rise of Red Skull expansion comes with 
everything you need to play an expert campaign. The 
rules for this alternate play format are found on page 17.

Campaign-Only Cards

Cards 155–162 are player cards that were 
created specifically for use in The Rise of 
Red Skull campaign. These cards cannot be 
included in any player’s deck unless they are 
playing The Rise of Red Skull campaign and 
the players were directed to add them to their 
decks by the Campaign Instructions.

9
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viBraniuM arrow

HAWKEYE

EVENT

Hero Action (attack): Exhaust 

Hawkeye’s Bow → deal 6 damage to 

an enemy. This attack gains piercing. 

(Discard any tough status cards from 

the target before dealing damage.)

ARROW. ATTACK.

2
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UPGRADE

Setup.

Hero Action: Discard this card and 

remove it from the campaign log → 

search your deck and discard pile 

for an ally, put it into play, and give 

it a tough status card.

TECH.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC

0
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UPGRADE

Setup.

Hero Action: Discard this card and 
remove it from the campaign log → 
search your deck and discard pile 
for an ally, put it into play, and give 
it a tough status card.

TECH.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC

0

this Card is BasiC 
But alsO Campaign 

Only.

   Some setup and victory instructions are 
preceded by Expert Campaign Only. Players 
should ignore these instructions unless they are 
playing an expert campaign.
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SCENARIO #1 -  CROSSBONES
Crossbones is attacking the Project P.E.G.A.S.U.S. 
facility in the Adirondack mountains with a small army 
of Hydra troops. The S.H.I.E.L.D. soldiers stationed 
there fight desperately to protect the facility, but they 
are being overwhelmed by Hydra’s blitzkrieg assault. 
They need your help to stop Crossbones from capturing 
the experimental weapons being developed in the 
P.E.G.A.S.U.S. labs.

Villain Deck: Crossbones (I), Crossbones (II)

Remove Crossbones (I) and add Crossbones (III) for 
expert mode.

Main Scheme Deck: Attack on Mount Athena, The 
Infinity Gem, The Getaway

Encounter Deck: Crossbones set, Experimental 
Weapons set, Hydra Assault set, Weapon Master set, 
Legions of Hydra set, and Standard set. (The Legions of 
Hydra set and Standard set can be found in the Marvel 
Champions core-set.)

The Hydra Assault and Weapon Master sets can be 
removed from this scenario and/or added to other 
scenarios when using the scenario customization rules.

E XPERIMENTAL WE APONS DECK
The setup instructions on Attack on Mount Athena 1A 
instruct the players to create the Experimental Weapons 
deck. To do this, take all four cards in the Experimental 
Weapons encounter set, shuffle them together, and set 
them facedown next to the main-scheme deck. This is 
the Experimental Weapons deck. After a card from the 
Experimental Weapons deck enters play, it is considered 
to be part of the encounter deck. When that card is 
discarded, it is placed in the encounter deck discard pile.

C AMPAIGN INSTRUCTIONS

SE TUP: 
   Each player records their identity in the campaign 

log found on the back cover of this rulebook. 
Players cannot switch identities during a campaign.

VIC TORY:
   Each player chooses one of the TECH upgrades 

from the Hydra Campaign set and adds it to their 
deck. 

   Record the name of each EXPERIMENTAL attachment 
that entered the game in the campaign log.

72 Bryndon Everett © MARVEL © 2020 FFG
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EXPERIMENTAL WEAPONS (1/4)

AT
TA

CH
ME

NT

ATK
+1

Attach to the villain.

 Forced Interrupt: When 
attached villain attacks, the attack 
gains ranged.

Hero Action: Spend   
resources → discard this card.

EXPERIMENTAL. WEAPON.
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UPGRADE

Setup.

Hero Action: Discard this card and 

remove it fro
m the campaign log → 

ready your hero and heal 5 damage 

from them.

TECH.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC

0

156
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UPGRADE

Setup.

Hero Action: Discard this card and 

remove it from the campaign log → 

draw 5 cards.

TECH.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC

0
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UPGRADE

Setup.

Hero Action: Discard this card and 

remove it from the campaign log → 

search your deck and discard pile 

for an ally, put it into play, and give 

it a tough status card.

TECH.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC

0
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UPGRADE

Setup.

Hero Action: Discard this card and 

remove it from the campaign log 

→ deal 5 damage to the villain and 

each enemy engaged with you.

TECH.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC

0

   Expert Campaign Only: Record each identity’s 
remaining hit points in the campaign log, as well 
as any cards added to their deck.
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SCENARIO #2 - ABSORBING 
MAN
The tide of battle turned against Hydra after you arrived 
to aid the beleagured S.H.I.E.L.D. soldiers at Project 
P.E.G.A.S.U.S. Crossbones has been captured, and his 
army has been defeated, but Madame Hydra escaped 
the facility with an Infinity Gem. You chase her outside, 
but you are stopped short by the imposing form of 
Absorbing Man. The formidable villain has been hired by 
Red Skull to delay your pursuit. You will have to defeat 
him before you can recover the Infinity Gem.

Villain Deck: Absorbing Man (I), Absorbing Man  (II)

Remove Absorbing Man (I) and add Absorbing Man (III) 
for expert mode.

Main Scheme Deck: None Shall Pass

Encounter Deck: Absorbing Man set, Hydra Patrol set, 
and Standard set. (The Standard set can be found in the 
Marvel Champions core-set.)

The Hydra Patrol set can be removed from this scenario 
and/or added to other scenarios when using the scenario 
customization rules.

RULES CLARIFICATION
Q. When I put an environment card into play at the 
beginning of the Absorbing Man scenario, do I trigger 
the surge keyword? 
A. No. The surge keyword only triggers when the card it 
appears on is revealed. Putting a card into play is not the 
same as revealing a card.

C AMPAIGN INSTRUCTIONS
SE TUP: 

   Each player searches their deck for all cards with 
the setup keyword and puts them into play.

   Shuffle each Experimental attachment recorded in 
the campaign log into the encounter deck.

VIC TORY: 
   Record the number of delay counters on the main 

scheme in the campaign log.

   Each player may choose one of the “Basic” 
Condition upgrades in the Campaign set, attach 
it to their identity, and add it to their deck in the 
campaign log.

159A
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UPGRADE

Permanent. Setup.

You get +2 hit points.

Your hero gets +1 THW.

CONDITION.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC
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Permanent. Setup.

You get +1 hit point.

Your hero gets +1 ATK.

CONDITION.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC
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UPGRADE

Permanent. Setup.

You get +3 hit points.

Your hero gets +1 DEF.

CONDITION.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC
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UPGRADE

Permanent. Setup.

You get +4 hit points.

Your alter-ego gets +1 REC.

CONDITION.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC

   Expert Campaign Only: Set each player’s hit 
points to their remaining hit point value recorded 
in the campaign log for the previous scenario.

   Expert Campaign Only: Each player may add  
1 random obligation from their expert campaign 
set to their deck to heal their identity to its full hit 
point value.  

   Expert Campaign Only: Record each identity’s 
remaining hit points in the campaign log, as well 
as any cards added to their deck.
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SCENARIO #3 - 
TASKMASTER
With Absorbing Man in S.H.I.E.L.D. custody and 
Madame Hydra in the wind, you are flying back to 
Avengers Tower to plan your next move when all reality 
is changed in a flash of yellow light. When you reach 
New York City, you are shocked to find Avengers Tower 
emblazoned with the Hydra banner. But before you can 
process what has happened, an explosion rocks your 
Quinjet, and you crash-land in the city.

On the ground, you find that all of New York is under 
Hydra rule. Anti-hero propaganda is plastered on every 
corner, and squads of Hydra soldiers patrol the streets. 
They are led by the notorious Taskmaster, Hydra’s new 
chief of police. He is going door-to-door hunting down 
heroes and locking them up. He fired the surface-to-air 
missile that brought you down, and now he is searching 
for you.

Villain Deck: Taskmaster (I), Taskmaster (II)

Remove Taskmaster (I) and add Taskmaster (III) for 
expert mode.

Main Scheme Deck: Hunting Down Heroes

Encounter Deck: Taskmaster set, Hydra Patrol set, 
Weapon Master set, and Standard set. (The Standard set 
can be found in the Marvel Champions core-set.)

The Weapon Master set can be removed from this 
scenario and/or added to other scenarios when using 
the scenario customization rules. The Hydra Patrol set 
may be used in other scenarios, but it is required when 
playing Taskmaster.

C AMPAIGN INSTRUCTIONS
SE TUP: 

   Each player searches their deck for all cards with 
the setup keyword and puts them into play.

   Shuffle each Experimental attachment recorded in 
the campaign log into the encounter deck.

VIC TORY: 
   Each player who rescued one or more allies from 

the Taskmaster encounter set adds those allies 
to their deck and records their names in the 
campaign log.

RULES CLARIFICATION
Q. What happens when I reveal Shadow of the Past and 
my nemesis minion has the same title as an enemy in 
play? 
A. Your nemesis minion cannot enter the game in this 
instance, so it will remain set-aside and does not enter 
the game. However, you still reveal your nemesis’ side 
scheme and shuffle the rest of your nemesis’s set into the 
encounter deck. This will cause Shadow of the Past to 
gain surge as dictated by the card.

   Expert Campaign Only: Set each player’s hit 
points to their remaining hit point value recorded 
in the campaign log for the previous scenario.

   Expert Campaign Only: Each player may add  
1 random obligation from their expert campaign 
set to their deck to heal their identity to its full hit 
point value.  

   Expert Campaign Only: Record each identity’s 
remaining hit points in the campaign log, as well 
as any cards added to their deck.
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SCENARIO #4 - ZOLA
Having defeated Taskmaster, you learn that Hydra has 
not only captured New York City but all of the United 
States. It was the mad scientist, Arnim Zola, who built a 
machine to harness the power of the Reality Gem and 
tipped the balance of power in Hydra’s favor. He has 
created a research station for himself on Ellis Island, and 
turned the historic port into a nightmarish prison for his 
unfortunate test subjects. Taskmaster was ordered to 
bring the heroes he captured there for experimentation. 
In this upside-down America, you are the only hope the 
captives have to escape a horrible fate.

Villain Deck: Zola (I), Zola (II)

Remove Zola (I) and add Zola (III) for expert mode.

Main Scheme Deck: The Island of Dr. Zola, The Mad 
Doctor

Encounter Deck: Zola set, Under Attack set, and 
Standard set. (The Under Attack and Standard sets can 
be found in the Marvel Champions core-set.)

The Under Attack set can be removed from this scenario 
and/or added to other scenarios when using the scenario 
customization rules.

RULES CLARIFICATION
Q. What does it mean when a card is removed from the 
campaign log? 
A. When a card is removed from the campaign log, cross 
it out of the campaign log. That card is no longer part of 
the campaign and cannot be included in any deck for the 
remainder of the campaign.

Q. If my ally is removed from the campaign at the end of 
Zola’s scenario, what do I do? 
A. If your ally was removed from the campaign, that ally 
is removed from your deck for the rest of the campaign. 
If this causes your deck to fall below the minimum 
number of cards, then you must add a card to your deck. 

C AMPAIGN INSTRUCTIONS

SE TUP:
   Each player searches their deck for all cards with 

the setup keyword and puts them into play.

   Shuffle each Experimental attachment recorded in 
the campaign log into the encounter deck.

VIC TORY: 
   Each player engaged with an enemy records they 

are engaged with an enemy in the campaign log.

   If the Hydra Prison side scheme is still in play, 
record the name of each ally underneath it in the 
campaign log. Those allies cannot be included in 
any deck for the remainder of the campaign.

   If the Hydra Prison side scheme is not in play, 
each player in hero form may replace their “Basic” 
Condition upgrade with its “Improved” side.
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UPGRADE

Permanent. Setup.

You get +2 hit points.

Your hero gets +1 THW.

Response: After you defeat a side 

scheme, exhaust this card → draw 1 

card.

CONDITION.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC
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UPGRADE

Permanent. Setup.

You get +1 hit point.

Your hero gets +1 ATK.

Hero Response: After you defeat a 

minion, exhaust this card → draw 1 card.

CONDITION.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC
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UPGRADE

Permanent. Setup.

You get +3 hit points.

Your hero gets +1 DEF.

Hero Response: After you defend 

against an attack, exhaust this card  

→ draw 1 card.

CONDITION.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC
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UPGRADE

Permanent. Setup.

You get +3 hit points.

Your hero gets +1 DEF.

Hero Response: After you defend 

against an attack, exhaust this card  

→ draw 1 card.

CONDITION.

HYDRA CAMPAIGN / BASIC

   Expert Campaign Only: Set each player’s hit 
points to their remaining hit point value recorded 
in the campaign log for the previous scenario.

   Expert Campaign Only: Each player may add  
1 random obligation from their expert campaign 
set to their deck to heal their identity to its full hit 
point value.  

   Expert Campaign Only: Record each identity’s 
remaining hit points in the campaign log, as well 
as any cards added to their deck.
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SCENARIO #5 - RED SKULL
You have liberated Zola’s island and disarmed the 
mad doctor, but the Reality Gem still eludes you. You 
learn from Zola that the Gem resides with the true 
mastermind behind Hydra’s ascendancy: the brilliant and 
nefarious Red Skull. The villain has taken up residence in 
Washington, D.C. and transformed the White House into 
his personal fortress.

But Red Skull’s ambition for conquest does not end 
with the U.S.A. — he plans to bind every nation under 
Hydra rule with the power of the Reality Gem. His 
scientists work around the clock to make the necessary 
modifications to Zola’s machine. Once completed, Red 
Skull will use the Reality Gem to conquer the whole 
world. If that happens, nobody will be safe from the 
types of atrocities you witnessed in Zola’s labs. You 
cannot allow this to happen. You must defeat Red Skull 
and use the Reality Gem to set things right again.

Villain Deck: Red Skull (I), Red Skull (II)

Remove Red Skull (I) and add Red Skull (III) for expert 
mode.

Main Scheme Deck: The Rise of Red Skull, New World 
Hydra

Encounter Deck: Red Skull set, Hydra Assault set, Hydra 
Patrol set, and Standard set. (The Standard set can be 
found in the Marvel Champions core-set.)

The Hydra Assault and Hydra Patrol sets can be removed 
from this scenario and/or added to other scenarios when 
using the scenario customization rules.

SIDE SCHEME DECK
The Setup instructions on The Rise of Red Skull 1A 
instructs the players to create the side-scheme deck. To 
do this, search the encounter deck for each side scheme 
and shuffle them together into their own deck. This is the 
side-scheme deck. Set it next to the main-scheme deck.

The side-scheme deck has its own discard pile. When a 
side-scheme is defeated or otherwise discarded, place it 
in the side-scheme discard pile. If the side-scheme deck 
is ever empty, shuffle the side-scheme discard pile into 
the side-scheme deck. There is no penalty for doing this.

C AMPAIGN INSTRUCTIONS
SE TUP: 

   Each player searches their deck for all cards with 
the setup keyword and puts them into play.

   Shuffle each Experimental attachment recorded in 
the campaign log into the encounter deck. 

   Place X threat counters on the main scheme, where 
X is the number of delay counters recorded in the 
campaign log. (Place X instead if you are playing 
an expert campaign.)

VIC TORY: 
   Hydra is defeated and the players win the 

campaign! Turn the page to read the conclusion.

   Expert Campaign Only: Set each player’s hit 
points to their remaining hit point value recorded 
in the campaign log for the previous scenario.

   Expert Campaign Only: Each player may add 1 
random obligation from their expert campaign 
set to their deck to heal their identity to its full hit 
point value.  

   Expert Campaign Only: Each player who was 
recorded as being engaged with an enemy deals 
themselves an encounter card.

   Expert Campaign Only: If the players lose this 
game, Red Skull conquers the world and the 
players lose the campaign.
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EXPERT CAM PAIG N RULES
For players who want a more challenging campaign 
experience, The Rise of Red Skull expansion comes with 
everything you need to play an expert campaign. 

E XPERT C AMPAIGN SET
There are four encounter sets labeled “Expert Campaign 
Set.” Each set contains the same four obligation cards 
with player-card backs. These cards can be added to a 
player’s deck during a campaign. 

At the beginning of a campaign, each player is assigned 
a number from 1 to 4 in the campaign log. Each Expert 
Campaign Set is also numbered from 1 to 4. When a 
player is instructed to add a card from their expert-
encounter set to their deck, they must take that card 
from the set that matches their player number.

PERSISTENT DAM AGE
While playing The Rise of Red Skull campaign at the 
expert level, each player must record their remaining hit 
points in the campaign log after they win a game. This 
determines each player’s starting hit points for the next 
scenario. If a player’s remaining hit point value is higher 
than their base hit point value, record their base hit 
points in the campaign log instead. 

The setup instructions for each scenario offer players 
the opportunity to restore their identity to their full hit 
point value by adding an obligation from their expert-
campaign set to their deck.

If a player is defeated during a scenario that their 
teammates go on to win, the defeated player does not 
participate in any of the victory steps for that scenario. 
However, they can rejoin their teammates for the next 
scenario by adding an obligation to their deck during 
setup to restore their identity to full hit points.

OBLIG ATIONS IN PL AYER DECKS
The obligations in the expert campaign sets have player-
card backs because they are meant to be added to player 
decks, but they are still encounter cards.

When a player draws an obligation from their deck, they 
must immediately put that card into play in their play 
area. They do not draw a card to replace that obligation.

These obligations represent the consequences of a 
player’s choices. As a result, only the player with the 
obligation in their play area can use its Alter-Ego Action 
to deal with that card.expert Campaign set

166
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AntI-hero ProPAGAndA

EXPERT CAMPAIGN SET #1 (4/4)

OBLIGATION

Your hero gets –1 THW, –1 ATK, and 

–1 DEF.

Alter-Ego Action: Take 2 damage 

and spend a  resource → discard this 

card.

"These dissenters breed conflict. They are your true 

enemies." —Hydra News Media

165
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MArtIAl lAw

EXPERT CAMPAIGN SET #1 (3/4)

OBLIGATION

Your hand size is reduced by 1.

Alter-Ego Action: Deal yourself an 

encounter card and spend a  

 resource → discard this card.

"Pull him aside for questioning." —Hydra Soldier

164
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MedICAl eMerGenCy

EXPERT CAMPAIGN SET #1 (2/4)

OBLIGATION

Forced Response: At the end of your 

turn, take 1 damage if you are in hero 

form.

Alter-Ego Action: Discard the top 5 

cards of your deck and spend a  

 resource → discard this card.

"This is going to need sutures." —Stephen Strange

163
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ZolA’s AlGorIthM

EXPERT CAMPAIGN SET #1 (1/4)

OBLIGATION


Alter-Ego Action: Exhaust your alter-

ego and spend a  resource → discard 

this card.

"A beautiful parasite growing inside the world's most 

secure computer systems." —Arnim Zola
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STARTER DECKS
These preconstructed decks and character introductions 
are intended for the player who wants to immediately 
play the game without customizing their own deck.

HAWKEYE / LEADERSH IPHAWKEYE / LEADERSH IP
Once Hawkeye sets his sights on a foe, he never 
misses. Use Clint Barton’s alter-ego ability to get 
Hawkeye’s Bow into play on your first turn, then use 
the Bow to fire arrows each round. Shoot an Electric 
Arrow to stun an enemy, or fire off an Explosive 
Arrow to decimate the villain and all the minions 
attacking you!

Hawkeye has deadly accuracy, but he is low on 
hit points and defense. Take advantage of the 
leadership cards in his deck to recruit powerful 
Avenger allies like Black Knight and Goliath. Use 
your allies to defend enemy attacks while Hawkeye 
defeats the villain!

Hawkeye cards: Hawkeye’s Bow, Hawkeye’s Quiver, 
Mockingbird, Sonic Arrow (x2), Explosive Arrow 
(x2), Electric Arrow (x2), Cable Arrow (x2), Vibranium 
Arrow (x2), Expert Marksman (x2)

Leadership cards: Hawkeye, Black Knight, Goliath, 
U.S. Agent, Sky Cycle (x3), Team Training (x3), Ready 
for Action (x3), Lead from the Front (x2), The Power 
of Leadership (x2)

Basic cards: War Machine, Avengers Tower, Earth’s 
Mightiest Heroes (x3), Energy, Strength, Genius

Nemesis set: Crossfire, Marked for Death, 
Crossfire’s Rifle, Sniper Shot

Obligation: Criminal Past

SPIDER-WOMAN / SPIDER-WOMAN / 
AGG RESSION & JUSTICEAGG RESSION & JUSTICE
As an agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. and Avenger, Jessica 
Drew expands deck-building options with her 
Double-Agent ability, allowing her to include 
cards from two different aspects in her deck. As 
Spider-Woman, she uses her Superhuman Agility 
to increase her stats each time she plays a card 
belonging to a different aspect. Boost her THW 
and ATK as high as you can before exhausting her 
to thwart or attack. Then, play Self-Propelled Glide 
to ready her and do it again!

Spider-Woman’s deck includes cards from both the 
Aggression and Justice aspects. Clear the Area not 
only helps defeat scheme but can also generate 
extra intel in the form of card draw, and Piercing 
Strike can defeat even the toughest enemies.

Spider-Woman cards: Captain Marvel, Finesse 
(x2), Jessica Drew’s Apartment, Venom Blast (x2), 
Pheremones (x2), Contaminant Immunity (x2), 
Inconspicuous (x2), Self-Propelled Glide (x3)

Aggression cards: Spider-Girl, Combat Training 
(x2), Tac Team (x2), Press the Advantage (x3), 
Piercing Strike (x3)

Justice cards: Spider-Man, Heroic Intuition (x2), 
Skilled Investigator (x3), Interrogation Room (x2), 
Clear the Area (x3)

Basic cards: Strength, Energy, Genius

Nemesis cards: The Viper, The Viper’s Ambition, 
Hydra Regular, Hail Hydra!

Obligation: Uncertain Loyalties
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